0. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Special food of the minority nationalities in Yunnan is abundant with unique taste, which is favored by local people and tourists. But its safety supervision is subject to technology, resources and capability building ([@b0065]). Sa pie, a kind of special food of Dai nationality in Dehong, Yunnan, is made of soup, meat slices and rice noodle. In this paper, we take Sa pie as an example. It is full of special ingredients and spices. Main indicators of current inspection include: 17 amino acid such as histidine, serine and aspartic acid, total acidity (mainly lactic acid), protein, fat, selenium and coliform. Coliform is not named after bacteriology. Instead, it is from sanitary bacteriology. In recent years, food safety incidents occur frequently, which has aroused the concern of most people. As an important indicator of food safety, coliform is related to detect the possibility of enteropathogenic microorganism and determine if there is any potential threat of food poisoning and epidemic diseases, which has been widely used in food sanitation work ([@b0035], [@b0075]). Therefore, from the perspective of food safety, the amount of coliform tested in food must be controlled in a certain range ([@b0040]). How to predict the amount of coliform in Sa pie and determine whether it is safe for people's health has been the hot issue of the watchdog, and prediction of its total amount is significantly important.

Scholars at home and abroad conduct the study of food safety assessment indicator system and evaluation models from different angles like the supply chain, of food safety assessment indicator system and assessment models from different angles like the supply chain, public opinions, and testing data of food safety ([@b0105], [@b0015]). In terms of evaluation models, according to the category and characteristics of indicator system data, scholars mainly adopt the following methods: (1) model analysis, including artificial neural network, fuzzy clustering method, decision-making tree, extreme learning machine ([@b0100]), etc.; (2) data mining methods ([@b0120]); (3) exponential analysis ([@b0125]); (4) hazard analysis ([@b0090]). The above methods mostly are based on modeling from external factors like environment quality, production and processing, circulation process, safety management and monitoring ([@b0010], [@b0070]). Few of them focus on the ingredients of food, physicochemical indicators and bacterial components to evaluate food safety risks ([@b0050]). Existing models are established for food safety prevention, but limited by the casual inspection of the watchdog and the management value ([@b0095]), which means it is loosely related to routine work of the watchdog. The amount of coliform bacteria is a key inspection indicator. But current experimentation is the only way for inspection, which costs high and takes a long time. To dig out the underlying information and rules from the existing inspection data is a guiding direction. BP neural network model is frequently methods in food safety assessment ([@b0115], [@b0060]). For instance, Cai Qiang, etc. propose a neural network model for evaluating food safety by means of Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point (HACCP). Chen Kai ([@b0050]) puts forward a data-driven food safety precautionary analysis method based on improved association rules, AHP method with entropy weight, and BP neural network. But there are some problems of traditional BP neural network. In network training and prediction, weight and the threshold value is produced randomly. With the increase of system order or unknown order, the fast-increasing network structure makes the rate of convergence slow down and may be caught in local minima convergence ([@b0110]), which thereby leads to an unsatisfactory result of prediction. Particle swarm algorithm (PSO), emerging in 1990 ([@b0055]), is famous for its easy operation, high accuracy and quick convergence, and is mainly used to cope with the optimization in industrial design.

In this study, a novel PSO-BP approach that hybridizes PSO and BP neural network is proposed to forecast the amount of coliform bacteria in ethnic food. Firstly, the principal component analysis (PCA) was used to extract the key factors that influenced the amount of coliform communities, which was applied to reduce the dimension of this model as the input variable of BP neural network. Secondly, both the particle swarm optimization (PSO) and BP neural network were implemented to optimize initial weights and threshold to obtain the optimal parameter, and a model was constructed to predict the amount of coliform bacteria in Dai Special Snacks, Sa pie, based on PSO-BP neural network model. Finally, the predicted value of the model is verified. PSO combined with BP neural network model may make up for the shortage of BP neural network of slow convergence rate, and improve the accurate prediction of model, which can be a reference for the watchdog to carry out food safety supervision. In order to reveal the prediction capability of this model, we present a comparative analysis with BP model, and GA-BP model. The simulation results show that the proposed PSO-BP model consistently has the minimum statistical error of the mean absolute error (MAE), mean square error (MSE) and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE). It is concluded that the proposed approach is an effective way to improve prediction accuracy.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: [Section 1](#s0010){ref-type="sec"} presents in detail materials and methods. [Section 2](#s0045){ref-type="sec"} presents the hybrid PSO-BP approach for the amount prediction of coliform bacteria in ethnic food. The different steps of mathematical method and the experimental steps are also given in this section. [Section 3](#s0065){ref-type="sec"} presents the experimental analysis results. Finally, the conclusions are provided in [Section 4](#s0080){ref-type="sec"}.

1. Materials and methods {#s0010}
========================

1.1. Experimental data of Sa pie {#s0015}
--------------------------------

This paper randomly selects 30 Sa pie samples. Amino acid analyzer, nitrogen distillation devices are used to measure the main components and determine the PH value of each sample, with the results in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}. Main components include: serine, amino acid, arginine, phenylalanine, glycine, methionine, aspartic acid, isoleucine, threonine, lysine, alanine, tyrosine, valine, cystine, proline, leucine, glutamic acid, total acid, protein, fat, selenium and coliform groups.Table 1Original data obtained from tests of Sa pie (part).Testing itemsUnitTesting samplesN0: SP201705465N0: SP201705466N0: SP201705467N0: SP201705468.....N0: SP201705492N0: SP201705493N0: SP201705494N0: SP201705495Histidineg/100 g0.2650.2550.3030.362.........0.1850.2410.2520.274Serineg/100 g0.2960.3200.2420.348.........0.1880.2940.2200.258Arginineg/100 g0.3270.3750.4010.453.........0.2800.2890.2180.260Glycineg/100 g0.2570.2940.3150.404.........0.3040.2650.1960.222Aspartic acidg/100 g0.6830.6370.7900.780.........0.6400.5000.4440.503Glutamic acidg/100 g2.2501.7402.4101.260.........0.9511.9100.8641.120Threonineg/100 g0.3600.3750.3840.432.........0.3020.3550.2490.290Alanineg/100 g0.3600.4030.4440.537.........0.3160.3600.2690.328Prolineg/100 g0.0480.1220.0530.221.........0.0920.1070.0780.077Cystineg/100 g0.2190.2010.0940.113.........0.0900.2400.1230.172Lysineg/100 g0.5650.5790.6420.725.........0.4860.5270.4000.467Tyrosineg/100 g0.3550.2900.3160.324.........0.2740.2820.2320.273Methionineg/100 g0.2530.3260.2640.301.........0.2370.3230.2590.313Valineg/100 g0.4470.3800.3260.385.........0.3170.4390.3150.374Isoleucineg/100 g0.3270.3120.3360.400.........0.2520.2670.2050.247Leucineg/100 g0.7830.7290.7750.911.........0.6310.7150.5400.643Phenylalanineg/100 g0.4760.3760.3470.412.........0.3360.4530.3360.375Total acidg/kg4.2604.1102.9007.950.........7.1405.1403.4002.650Proteing/100 g9.3608.3009.73010.200.........6.30010.30010.1009.870Fatg/100 g1.4201.0901.5501.270.........1.5101.7001.5401.650PH value/5.5405.4305.9304.980.........4.8705.0505.3405.730Seleniumμg/100 g6.3605.8104.9206.090.........3.8906.7509.0604.600Leadmg/kg\<0.040.130.0620.19.........0.20.045\<0.04\<0.04Total arsenicmg/kg\<0.03\<0.03\<0.03\<0.03.........\<0.03\<0.03\<0.03\<0.03Total mercurymg/kg\<0.01\<0.01\<0.01\<0.01.........\<0.01\<0.01\<0.01\<0.01Cadmiummg/kg0.00610.00510.0063\<0.003.........0.00590.00970.010.0085ColiformCFU/g680,000150,0000810,000.........90,000190,00021,000170,000

### 1.1.1. Sa pie data acquisition methods {#s0020}

Amino acid analyzer, nitrogen distillation device, Soxhlet extraction method, atomic fluorescence spectrophotometer (shown in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}) are used to make tests. Testing methods and standards are in line with GB5009.124 -- 2016 *National Food Safety Standard: Determination of Amino Acid in Food*; PH meter is used to test the total acidity of Sa pie, according to GB5009.239-2016: *National Food Safety Standard: Determination of Acidity in Food*; nitrogen distillation device is to testify the content of protein based on GB5009.5-2016: *National Food Safety Standard: Determination of Protein in Food*; soxhlet extractor is used to testify the content of fat based on GB5009.5-2016: *National Food Safety Standard: Determination of Protein in Food*; atomic fluorescence spectrophotometer is used to testify the content of selenium in Sa pie; MPN (Most Probably Amount) quantitative test method is adopted to measure the amount of coliform groups, referring to the GB 4789.3-2016 *National Food Safety Standard: Statistics of Coliform Bacteria*.Fig. 1Experimental devices of data acquisition.

1.2. Mathematical theory {#s0025}
------------------------

Due to the sample limitation, there are 22 testing items, including physiochemical indicator, heavy metal, and pesticide residue. These data are of high dimension and high complexity, which is typically nonlinear. If we directly use them as the input variables, the prediction accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Thus, the main thinking way of modeling is first to lower the dimension, then adopt neural network to make training, observe the training accuracy, explore the optimization and finally build the optimized neural network model.

### 1.2.1. Principal component analysis {#s0030}

The fewer variables can be used to reconstruct and convert into independent or irrelative variables by Principal component analysis (PCA). Which can lower the data dimension, that is, to select out the principal component which has small amount of original variables and maintain the most original variable information. Main calculation procedures of PCA are as follows.(1)Standardized processing is carried out on the testing data of Sa pie.(2)Correlation coefficient matrix $R$ is calculated.(3)Calculate the characteristic value and feature vector of $R$, and make up $m$ new indicator variables.(4)Choose $m$principal components and calculate its information contribution rate $b_{j}$ and accumulated contribution rate $\alpha_{j}$, shown in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}.Table 2Characteristic values, contribution rate and accumulated contribution rate of PCA.VariableCharacteristic valueDifference valueContribution rateAccumulated contribution ratex121.0809.57664.12864.128x211.5048.52212.20876.337x32.9832.3318.41084.747x40.6510.1023.08787.834x50.5490.4192.58590.419x60.1300.0561.40191.819$\vdots$$\vdots$$\vdots$$\vdots$$\vdots$x160.0160.0020.44198.270x170.0140.0010.41698.686x180.0130.0000.40199.087x190.0130.0050.39399.479x200.0080.0050.30999.788x210.0030.0030.20299.990x220.0000.0000.010100.000(5)Calculate the load and scoring function of each principal component on each variable, shown in [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}.Table 3Principal component load matrix (part).Standardized variablesPrin1′Prin2′Prin3′Prin4′x1: histidine−0.001−0.001−0.0010.001x2: serine0.0010.0030.0000.000x3: arginine−0.0010.0060.0030.007x4: glycine0.0030.003−0.0030.004x5: aspartic acid0.0050.0060.0070.008x6: glutamic acid0.0280.010−0.0020.034$\vdots$$\vdots$$\vdots$$\vdots$$\vdots$x18: total acid0.209−0.1150.969−0.065x19: protein0.926−0.293−0.2330.024x20: fat0.023−0.0110.0160.048x21: PH value0.0010.0370.0700.994x22: 'selenium0.3110.9480.044−0.039

When $\alpha_{j}$ is close to 1, we can choose $j$ indicator variables $y_{1}$, $y_{2}$, ... , $y_{j}$ as the $j$ principal components to replace $m$ variables, and thereby obtain the key factors which we desire. Here, we only choose $\alpha_{j} \geqslant 0.85$ to make calculation of its effect on the amount of coliform. We can learn from [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} that the largest four characteristic values in the matrix are 21.080, 11.504, 2.983 and 0.651, all of which are over 0, and the comprehensive information contribution rate is 87.834%. We can infer that the 1, 2, 3 and 4 principal components have basically maintained the original information of all indicators, which can fully reflect the changing trend. So, it is feasible and valid that we choose the four principal components to replace the original 22 indicators.

Principle component load presents the correlation coefficient between variables and the principal component, i.e., the feature vector mentioned above. As shown in [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}, for the 1 principal component, protein, selenium, total acid and glutamic acid have the largest contribution successively; for the 2 principal component, selenium, protein and PH value successively; for the 3 principal component, total acid and protein successively; for the 4 principal component, PH value has the largest contribution. Therefore, protein, selenium, total acid, glutamic acid and PH value have relatively large effect on the amount of coliform bacteria of Sa pie.

### 1.2.2. Particle swarm algorithm {#s0035}

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a heuristic and evolutionary algorithm, presented by Eberhart and Kennedy in 1995 ([@b0055]). Its basic principal is to imitate the predatory behavior of birds that birds can adjust the searching route with experience and communication with the flock. For the optimization, each solution is the way that in the search of a position in a space, particles change the flying distance and directions via changing the speed ([@b0045]). Each particle remembers its optimal position $p_{\mathit{iD}}$ in the searching history in the iteration process. All the optimal positions of all particles is the global optimal position $p_{\mathit{gD}}$. The equation and parameter of particle movement are as follows ([@b0085], [@b0030]).$$V_{\mathit{iD}}^{\text{j} + 1} = \omega V_{\mathit{iD}}^{\text{j}} + c_{1}r_{1}{(p_{\mathit{iD}}^{\text{j}} - x_{\mathit{iD}}^{\text{j}})} + c_{2}r_{2}{(p_{\mathit{gD}}^{\text{j}} - x_{\mathit{iD}}^{\text{j}})}$$$$x_{\mathit{iD}}^{\text{j} + 1} = x_{\mathit{iD}}^{\text{j}} + v_{\mathit{iD}}^{\text{j} + 1}$$where $i$ stands for the particle; $\text{j}$ the current iteration amount; $d$ the particle dimension; $x_{\mathit{iD}}^{\text{j}}$ and $v_{\mathit{iD}}^{\text{j}}$ are the velocity and position in the $\text{j}$ iteration; non-negative constant $c_{1}$ and $c_{2}$ are the learning factor, which determines the effects of $p_{\mathit{iD}}$ and $p_{\mathit{gD}}$on the new velocity; $r_{1}$ and $r_{2}$ are the pseudo random amount evenly distributed in the interval \[0, 1\]; $\omega$ is the inertia weight, adjusting the searching ability in the solution domain.

### 1.2.3. BP neural network model {#s0040}

BP neural network model is a typical local recurrent network, consisting of the input unit, output unit as well as hidden layer. In the hidden layer it can be divided into single hidden unit and multi hidden unit according to the amount of layers ([@b0025]). The multi hidden unit is made of many single hidden units, which has a stronger generalization capability and a more accurate prediction but relatively longer training time compared with the single hidden unit ([@b0110]). When making a decision of the hidden layer, we should take network precision and training time into consideration. For a simple mapping relation, when the network precision is satisfied, we can decide to choose a single hidden layer to quicken the speed; for a complex mapping relation, multi hidden layer is preferred to improve the precision of prediction ([@b0080]). In this paper, the single hidden layer is used, including the input/output unit and hidden layer.

2. PSO-BP neural network prediction model {#s0045}
=========================================

2.1. Setup of key parameters {#s0050}
----------------------------

We use Windows7 as the system platform, MATLAB2014a as the processor. In order to eliminate the effects of input variables, Mapminmax function is used to normalize the sample input data into \[−1, 1\]. In the network training and prediction, as the weight and threshold value are randomly produced, we make use of PSO to optimize the initial weight and threshold to acquire the optimal parameter. In the learning process, logsig and purelin functions are used to train transition function of output unit and hidden layer of the neural network, where the largest iteration amount is 50, the learning rate for the network is 0.005, and the margin of error is 0.00001.

In BP neural network model, the parameter setup is vital, where the amount of nodes in the hidden layer and neurons in the input unit are the most important variables. The amount of neurons in the input unit is directly linked to the prediction outcome. This paper, firstly, adopts PCA method to make extraction of the key factors from original data of coliform amount in Sa pie, and then, the four principal component is used as the input variable in the neural network, which can make a simplification and improve the convergence of the network.

The amount of nodes in the hidden layer is equally important. Theoretically, in the neural network, if there is a hidden layer, nodes in a necessary amount can be close to any random continuous function. However, there is no detailed calculation criterion so far. In the hidden layer, most are based on experience to set the neurons. According to the empirical formula, the range of the amount of neurons is determined as 3--13. Repeated experiments are carried out. Optimal parameters acquired in the process are used to make valuation and prediction of PSO-BP model. Network errors are compared to obtain the best node amount in the hidden layer and finally the amount is determined as 12.

In a sum, the PSO-BP neural network structure is 4-12-1. PSO parameters are set as follows: population size 40, evolutionary generation 70, acceleration factor $c_{1}$=$c_{2}$ = 1.49445, intervals of particle position and velocity \[−5, 5\] and \[−1, l\] respectively. The parameters of PSO-BP neural network are set as: training time 50, training objectives l.0e−005 and learning rate 0.005.

2.2. PSO-BP flow chart {#s0055}
----------------------

For improving the precision of neural network model and on the basis of the above two algorithms, we build the PSO-BP prediction model for the amount of coliform bacteria in Sa pie (shown in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). Prediction procedures of this model are as follows.(1)Amino acid analyzer, Soxhlet extraction method, atomic fluorescence spectrophotometer and other devices are used to make tests on the Sa pie samples. 30 original data is acquired to investigate the relation of Sa pie ingredients and coliform amount.(2)As it costs high and samples are short in amount, another 160 samples are produced randomly based on the fundamental features of the testing results, that is, there are 190 Sa pie testing results. In order to avoid the circumstance that comparison cannot be made among different units, we pre-retreat the original data and normalize them.(3)PCA is used to determine the key factor of coliform in Sa pie to eliminate the redundancy and correlation among variables, and lower the dimensions of input variables. 170 Sa pie samples serve as a training set and the rest 20 is the testing set.(4)Initial weight and threshold value of PSO optimized neural network are used to search for the optimal parameters.(5)According to the reality, make the judgement whether it is over here; otherwise, return to step 4.(6)Make a valuation on PSO-BP neural network by using the acquired optimal parameters and determine the best node in the hidden layer.(7)Input the training sample data set and build the PSO-BP prediction model of the amount coliform bacteria in Sa pie.(8)The testing set is used to testify the capability of the prediction model; we make a comparison between the model and other traditional prediction models to realize an accurate prediction of coliform amount in Sa pie.Fig. 2Flow chart of PSO-BP prediction model for the amount of coliform bacteria in Sa pie.

2.3. Model evaluation indicators {#s0060}
--------------------------------

In order to better observe the processing of data, we decide to use three error indicators: the mean square error (MSE), mean absolute error (MAE), and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) ([@b0020], [@b0005]). MAE reflects the dissociation of prediction error, that is, a smaller value indicates a better prediction. MSE shows the reality of prediction and can evaluate the change of data, where a smaller value is favorable. MAPE explains the difference between the prediction value and original value and a smaller value is preferred. Calculation equations of error indicators are as follows.(1)MAE$$\mathit{MAE} = \frac{1}{n}\sum\limits_{t = 1}^{n}\left| {Y_{t} - {\hat{Y}}_{t}} \right|$$(2)MSE$$\mathit{MSE} = \frac{1}{n}{\sum\limits_{t = 1}^{n}{(Y_{t} - {\hat{Y}}_{t})}^{2}}$$(3)MAPE$$\mathit{MAPE} = \frac{1}{n}\sum\limits_{t = 1}^{n}\left| \frac{Y_{t} - {\hat{Y}}_{t}}{Y_{t}} \right|$$where $Y_{t}$represents the actual value of coliform amount in Sa pie, and ${\hat{Y}}_{t}$ the corresponding prediction value.

3. Results and analysis {#s0065}
=======================

3.1. Prediction results of the model {#s0070}
------------------------------------

Amino acid analyzer, Soxhlet extraction method, atomic fluorescence spectrophotometer and other devices are used to make tests on 30 Sa pie samples. 160 data generated randomly form the testing results of Sa pie is acquired to investigate the relation of Sa pie ingredients and coliform amount, and make the prediction of coliform bacteria via its principal components content. 170 data ranging from N0: SP201705465 to N0: SP201705635 are sample data, which are used to build the PSO-BP prediction model of coliform amount in Sa pie. Data from N0: SP201705636 to N0: SP201705655 are used as testing data for the verification of the model. In order to show a more direct observation of the prediction, a comparison analysis of the prediction value and the real value are implemented in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} by using the BP and GA-BP neural network model. The correlation curves of prediction value and real value of coliform amount in Sa pie of each model are shown in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 3Comparison curves between the prediction value and actual value of each model.

3.2. Results analysis {#s0075}
---------------------

As is seen in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}, compared with BP neural network model, both the PSO-BP and GA-BP models demonstrate a better prediction trend and accuracy; compared with GA-BP model, PSO-BP model is better with good volatility and following quality. In other words, PSO-BP model is more suitable for prediction of the amount of coliform in Sa pie.

In order to make a further comparison with the three models, we adopt three error indicators, i.e., the MAE, MSE and MAPE. Comparison outcome is shown in [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}. [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} presents a more visual view of prediction errors of each model.Table 4Comparison of error indicators of each prediction model.Prediction modelError indicatorsMSEMAEMAPEBP model0.20590.37511.0536GA-BP model0.18150.32390.9101PSO-BP model0.00970.07790.3198Fig. 4Comparison of predicted residual curves of each model.

So, we can arrive at the following conclusions.(1)Comparing to the BP neural network model: firstly, the MSE of the prediction value of PSO-BP model is 0.0097, significantly superior to BP network 95.29%, which further indicates that there is a relatively flat change of the prediction values of PSO-BP model, that is, the following quality of PSO-BP model is better; next, mean absolute error (MAE) of the prediction value of PSO-BP model is 0.0079, excelling BP model's 0.3751 with 79.23% improvement, which shows a smaller dispersion degree; then, the MAPE of the prediction value of PSO-BP model is 0.3198, far more smaller than BP's 1.0536, which indicates a smaller difference between the prediction value and actual value; finally, the residual curves in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} reflect that PSO-BP model's prediction error fluctuates around 0 with a small range. In general, based on the error indicators, PSO-BP model presents better performance than BP network model.(2)Comparing to GA-BP model: firstly, the MSE of the prediction value of PSO-BP model is 94.66% superior to BP network, which further indicates that there is a relatively small change of the prediction values of PSO-BP model, that is, the following quality of PSO-BP model is better; next, mean absolute error (MAE) of the prediction value of GA-BP model is 0.3239, while PSO-BP model is of 75.95% improvement, which shows a smaller dispersion degree; then, the MAPE of the prediction value of PSO-BP model improves 64.68%, which indicates a smaller difference between the prediction value and actual value; finally, the residual curves in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} reflects a smaller fluctuation of prediction error. In a sum, based on the above error indicators, PSO-BP model is more accurate than GA-BP model.

4. Conclusions {#s0080}
==============

Accurate coliform amount prediction offers an effective evidence for the prediction of coliform amount and thereby has some guidance for the actual production of Sa pie. For this purpose, a novel PSO-BP approach, which combines particle swarm optimization (PSO) and BP neural network, is proposed to forecast the coliform amount in Sa pie. The following conclusions can be drawn from the experimental results:(1)Amino acid analyzer, nitrogen distillation device, Soxhlet extraction method, atomic fluorescence spectrophotometer and other devices are used to make tests on the 30 Sa pie samples. 160 data are generated from the basic features of the testing results, and are used to investigate the relation of the amount of coliform bacteria and the ingredients of Sa pie. PCA analysis indicates that protein, selenium, total acid (lactic acid), glutamic acid and PH value have the large effects on the coliform amount.(2)A PSO-BP neural network prediction model is built by using contents of main ingredients of Sa pie to make a prediction of the coliform amount, which is feasible.(3)Comparisons are made among PSO-BP, BP and GA-BP models. Three error indicators are used to explore the relation of the prediction value and actual value of PSO-BP model for predicting the amount of coliform bacteria in Sa pie, whose MAE, MSE and MAPE are 0.0097, 0.0779 and 0.3198 respectively. The model enjoys a better prediction outcome. In other words, it reflects that the PSO-BP model has made favorable improvement, which offers an effective evidence for the prediction of coliform amount and thereby has some guidance for the actual production of Sa pie.
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